
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
TECHNICAL DATA 

DESCRIPTION:  
SMR-700 Headlight Restoration Coating is a UV cure coating developed to restore the 
factory look to plastic headlights. This headlight restoration coating is formulated to cure with 
“direct sunlight” or with Speedo SMR-720 160 watt UVA bulb. Restoring the headlights will 
increase light output tremendously improving night time driving safety. This coating has 
withstood 3 years of Florida climate exposure with no deterioration. 
                                                                                                                                                  

PACKAGING:  
   

Part Number Description Size Qty. Case 
SMR-700 UV Cure Headlight Restoration Coating 8 oz. 6 
SMR-700A UV Cure Headlight Restoration Coating Aerosol 6 
SMR-705 UV Cure Headlight Restoration Sanding/Cleaning Solution Aerosol 12 
SMR-720  2-160 Watt UV Lights with Tri-Pod Stand  1 
SMR-725 160 Watt Replacement UV Bulb  1 
    
 

COMPATIBLE SURFACES:   
Polycarbonate 
Lexan 
 

MATERIALS NEEDED FOR RESTORATION: 
SMR-700 Speedo UV Cure Headlight Restoration Coating 
SMR-705  Speedo UV Cure Headlight Restoration Sanding/Cleaning Solution  
SMR-720 160 Watt UV Lights with Tri-Pod Stand or Direct Sunlight (See Curing 

Process for further Sunlight Curing Instructions) 
Spray Gun 1.0-1.3 Mini Jet Spray Gun 
¾” Masking Tape 
6” or 12” Masking Paper 
Clean Lint Free Rags 
600-800 Grit Wet/Dry Sand Paper 
2000 Grit Wet/Dry Sand Paper 

 

SMR-700, SMR-700A (aerosol)  
UV CURE  
HEADLIGHT RESTORATION 
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PREPARATION: 
Cleaning: 
Spray SMR-705 Speedo Headlight Restoration Sanding/Cleaning Solution on the 
headlight and surrounding area. Allow to lay on the surface to loosen bugs and residue. Wipe 
with a clean, dry cloth. 
 

Masking: 
Mask off around the headlight. 
 

Sanding: 
Apply SMR-705 Speedo Headlight Restoration Sanding/Cleaning Solution to the 
headlight using it as a lubricant for the sandpaper. Sand surface with 400 grit sandpaper to 
remove the aged coating from the headlight (approximately 2 minutes). Re-apply the 
Cleaner/Sanding Solution to keep the surface wet. Sand until the yellow residue disappears 
from the surface. The wiping cloth should be free of yellow stain when aged surface is 
completely removed. The headlight surface will be an opaque/white color when the coating is 
completely removed. 
 

Finish sand with 800 grit sandpaper to remove the 400 grit sand scratches(approximately 2 
minutes). Use the same procedure keeping the surface wet with the SMR-705 Speedo 
Headlight Restoration Sanding/Cleaning Solution. 
 

Re-clean the surface with SMR-705 Speedo Headlight Restoration Sanding/Cleaning 
Solution. 
 

Blow off the surface using compressed air to make sure the Cleaner/Sanding Solution 
is completely removed from all crevices. If compressed air is not available, wipe the 
headlight surface dry with a clean, dry wiping cloth. Wipe the surface until it is clean 
and dry. 
 

APPLICATION INSTRUSTIONS: 
Shake the SMR-700 Headlight Restoration Coating well before using. Make sure 
product is at room temperature 72°F (22.2°C). Air temperature must be at least 60°F 
to apply the headlight restoration coating. Pour approximately 2-3 oz. of SMR-700 
Headlight Restoration Coating directly into Mini Jet Spray Gun. Apply coating until gloss 
level is reached. Allow coating to flash 1-2 minutes before applying UVA light. 
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CURING PROCESS 
 
DIRECT SUNLIGHT: 
The direct sunlight curing process is dependant on the angle of the sun to 
the earth. Rule of thumb is to apply the coating between the hours of 3 hours after 
sunrise and 3 hours before sunset. Example: If sunrise is at 6:00 AM and sunset 
is at 8:00 PM, apply the coating between the hours of 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM. 
Air temperature must be at least 60ºF. You must have at least 15 minutes of 
direct sunlight. 
 
UV LIGHT: 
SMR-700 Headlight Restoration Coating can be cured with the SMR-720 160 
watt UV bulb in 5 minutes at a distance of 4-6”.  With a 400 watt H & S UVA light 
the coating will cure in 2 minutes at a distance of 10-12”. 
(Note) Cure time is dependant on light energy and size of foot print. It may 
be necessary to move the UV light around the headlight to cure all areas. 
UVA LIGHT EXPOSURE: 
It is very important to wear dark safety glasses when using a UVA light. 
Read safety instructions for using UVA light. 
 
 

SMR-700 Headlight Restoration Coating TECH TIPS 
 

When using UVA light to cure the headlight restoration coating, adjust the tripod fixture 
to the correct height and angle before applying the coating. Plug the lights in to the 
power source. Place the UVA light next to the vehicle so the curing light can be 
applied to the headlight immediately after applying the coating. 
 
When applying the SMR-700 Headlight Restoration Coating, apply a uniform light 
coat to the headlight. Apply just enough coating to get a uniform, smooth surface. Do 
not over apply the coating. Apply the coating in an area with good ventilation or air 
flow. 
 
Allow to flash 1-2 minutes after applying the coating, then place the UVA light in front of the 
headlight to start the curing process. 
 
If too much material is applied to the headlight or if the curing process is not started 
immediately, the coating may fog. This is caused by solvents in the coating attacking 
the polycarbonate plastic. 
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